


Electronic Survey Tool
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Our Technical Support Team was charged 

with developing a technology based tool 

to support ID&R and make eligibility based 

determinations. 

 The group decided we needed  a way to 

get referrals in an efficient manner. 

 Something easy to use

 Could be used in lieu of a paper 

occupational survey or farm survey

 Cost effective

Not a lot of costs to use the tool



Occupational Survey forms

 Used across the country

 Usually with school districts

 Essential part of developing a 

recruitment network and getting 

good referrals

 Schools often give us a ton and 

then we need to transfer them 

from paper to a format our 

recruiters can use. 

 We usually are not super good at 

getting referrals from farmers or 

agribusinesses.

 We hope this tool assists in this 

process.  

 Now with COVID-19 we have to find 

new ways of doing ID&R

 Having a simple way to get a 

referral is a great start to the 

process
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 The Electronic Survey referral tool 

can be found at the following link

 https://idrreferrals.net/

 Entering a new referral can take 

less than 2 minutes

 Names of parents or guardians or 

possible OSY can all be added in

 Address and contact information is 

also requested

 Once this is entered in the 

recruiter assigned to that area can 

automatically receive an email 

that they have a new referral. 
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https://idrreferrals.net/admin


 Ideas of how this can be used

 Link can be added to brochures-

websites-

 Added to the bottom of an email 

signature

 Mentioned when you share about 

other resources you have. 

John Doe

121 Recruiter’s Way

Dover, GA, 35671

Email: recruitersRUS@idr.org

Know of someone who might be 

eligible send me a referral here:

https://idrreferrals.net/
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 Maybe you have a supply bag like 

the COVID-19 bags and you 

mention to a farmer this resource 

and then say we can mail out bags 

to those who qualify. Do you think 

you have any workers who might 

be eligible. If so you can or they 

can put their contact information 

in at this link. 

John Doe

121 Recruiter’s Way

Dover, GA, 35671

Email: recruitersRUS@idr.org

Know of someone who might be 

eligible send me a referral here:

https://idrreferrals.net/
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https://www.idr-consortium.net/COVID-19%20Bags.html
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 The Electronic Survey referral tool 

can be found at the following link

 https://idrreferrals.net/

 Entering a new referral can take 

less than 2 minutes

 Names of parents or guardians or 

possible OSY can all be added in

 Address and contact information is 

also requested

 Once this is entered in the 

recruiter assigned to that area can 

automatically receive an email 

that they have a new referral. 
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https://idrreferrals.net/admin


Let’s Take a Look!

ADD A FOOTER 8

https://idrreferrals.net/index.php
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https://www.idr-consortium.net/ElectronicSurvey-Pilot.html
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Training Resources

 All users need to be comfortable accessing the admin page to view their 

referrals. 

 This video explains the process of how to use the admin tool. 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cQm6GcjrXQieyVtGt7rGkcQbcXE_GW4T/view
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User Roles

 State Admin- Super User for the state

 Access to: Set up State Supervisor Accounts 

as well as recruiters. View all referrals in the 

state and all accounts, assign areas, assign 

referrals and close out referrals. 

 State Supervisor- set up recruiter a- assign 

recruiter areas, close out referrals, assign 

referrals.  

 Recruiter- view assigned referrals, 

close out referrals
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Remember these tools
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 You can search by name of referral 

and county for your state.

 You can see only those assigned to 
you or those who are no longer 
active.

 You need to use the magnifying 

glass to see everything and the 

reporting icon to see the excel 

sheet of the file. 

 These icons help you know what to 

do with the referral such as see 

the history, the referral detail, and 

change the eligibility status. 



Accounts- 3 per non IRRC state
If your state is wanting access we need someone from the state level to reach out. For now we can grant 
access to three accounts in the state. Once trained and using it if more are needed we can then 
establish those. 
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Glitches- Let us know immediately!
As you come across something not quite working right please take a screenshot and provide as much detail as 
possible about the problem you are experiencing. Email this to jcastanedaidr@gmail.com Please do not wait but 
let us know immediately. This will allow us to fix problems quicker. 
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